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Allied academies organizing “4th International congress on 

Chemistry and Catalysis” going to be held in Vienna, 

Austria in the month of July 13-14, 2020 with a theme 

“Investigating Process Research and Development in 

Chemistry”.  

The aim of World Chemistry 2020 is to promote quality 

research and real world impact by bringing cooperation among 

the Scientists, industrial heads, doctors and international 

communities to discuss the latest developments in the field of 

Chemistry and Catalysis and primarily concentrate on Organic 

Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, Green 

Chemistry, Medical Biochemistry, Physical Chemistry, 

Biological Chemistry and many. 

 The Chemistry field assembles a broad range of scientific 

disciplines to get, design, delivery, disposition of latest drugs 

and therapies. The scope of those gatherings is extended by 

remarking key regulatory areas like Petro chemistry, Green 

Chemistry. This subject had a good scope and makes it 

possible for scientists to learn more about chemistry and 

catalysis properties as well as cell differentiation from 

specialized types.  

Vienna is a beautiful city with many tourist attraction places 

and it’s a best place to explore. It is the national capital, largest 

city, and one of nine states of Austria. Vienna is host to several 

major international organizations, as well as the United 

Nations, OPEC, and the OSCE. Vienna is understood for its 

top quality of life. The city has warm summers, with periodical 

precipitations which will reach its yearly most in July. Capital 

of the Republic of European country and one amongst 

Europe's most visited cities, national capital (Wien) owes 

abundant of its charm and wealthy history to its splendid 

location on the banks of the Danube River. Vienna continues 

to attract guests with its several nice historic sights, fabled 

collections of art, glittering palaces, and exceptional musical 

heritage that's still carried on together halls and one of the 

world's great opera houses. The city of national capital 

attaches major importance to science and analysis and focuses 

on making a positive setting for analysis and development. 
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One of the Organizing Committee Member for upcoming 

conference is Clara Smith from Sorbonne University, France 
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